Publications:

**Quality index methods**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2008

**Quality index methods**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2007

**Structuring knowledge about fish quality**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2003

**Beskrivelse af viden om kvalitet - anvendelse af et internetbaseret system til strukturering af viden**
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 2002

**Info-Fisk. Development and validation of an internet based traceability system in a danish domestic fresh fish chain**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2002

**Structuring knowledge about food quality**
Publication: Research › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2002

**Exploration of the use of NIR reflectance spectroscopy to distinguish and measure attributes of conditioned and cooked shrimp (Pandalus borealis)**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2001

**Final technical report / Centre for Critical Quality Attribute Determination in Muscle Foods: A framework programme of SJVF File no. 23-00-0103**
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2001

**Fresh fish distribution chains: An analysis of three Danish and three Australian chains**
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 2001

**Sporbar kvalitet af ferske fisk**
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 2001

**A critical look at whether "freshness" can be determined**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2000

**Location of and post-mortem changes in some cytoskeletal proteins in pork and cod muscle**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2000

**Quantitative extraction of nucleotides from frozen muscle samples of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and rainbow trout (Oncorhyncus mykiss): Effects of time taken to sample and extraction method**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2000

**Toward practical definitions of quality for food science**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2000
Extracellular matrix of fish and shellfish
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1999

Gaping in fish flesh
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 1999

Post mortem textural change in aquacultured fish
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2000

The effect of stress and exercise on post-mortem biochemistry of Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1999

World trends in seafood packaging
Publication: Research › Book chapter – Annual report year: 1999

Can spoilage bacteria cause blackspot (melanosis) in stored prawns?
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1998

If freshness is lost, where does it go?
Publication: Research › Book chapter – Annual report year: 1998

The oxidative stability of chilled and frozen pilchards used as feed for captive southern bluefin tuna
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1998

Volatile components associated with bacterial spoilage of tropical prawns
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1998

Live transport of crabs and shrimp from Australia - Kuruma shrimp and spanner crabs as physiological case studies
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 1997

Logistic network modelling in the fish industry
Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 1997

Quality: Ignore it and it has gone
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1997

Researching storage life of prawns
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 1997

The microbiological status of prawns from retail and wholesale outlets in the Brisbane region
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 1997

Making the most of the catch - Seafood Symposium, Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, 1996
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 1996

Projects:

Fersk fisk med sporbar kvalitet
Project: PhD
European Quality Fish Net (EQF-Net)
Project

Quality Assurance & Information Technology
Project